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Over the years, a number of towns in Vermont (and across the country) have formed 
educational partnerships with neighboring towns based on the joint goals of providing the best 
educational experience possible for their children while keeping costs in line for taxpayers. 
 
The significant decline in school enrollments in Vermont towns over the last 17 years and the 
pressures on school budgets have prompted residents, educators and elected officials to try to 
find solutions to the budget pressures caused by schools that are too small. Frequently, this 
leads to discussions about forming an educational partnership with a neighboring town, 
otherwise referred to as school consolidation or merger. 
 
That often prompts interested citizens to wonder how to get started if they want to consider 
such partnerships. How can they maintain a sense of community if they are contemplating a 
partnership with another town?  
 
There are no easy answers, no one route to take, but those residents in Vermont who have been 
part of successful efforts to form partnerships offer a number of suggestions. (Note that the 
steps outlined below focus on the possibility of two towns forming a partnership. It’s also 
possible, as has happened in numerous examples, that more than two towns will be involved in 
the conversations. These steps would also be relevant in situations involving more than two 
towns.) 
 
Up front they stress that these efforts will take months, and mostly likely a year or two to 
complete. 
 
Step 1 
Look for shared experiences your school already has with neighboring towns. This is important 
because the school is the center of the community. It’s where students form their first sense of 
place. Here are just a few possibilities: 

• Your towns are already part of the same supervisory union 
• Grade school graduates attend the nearby town’s high school 
• Joint appointment of an art teacher 
• Combined field trips 
• Joint special events during the school year or over the summer 
• Combined sports teams 
• Students from one school are attending enrichment programs at a nearby school 
• The towns already collaborate for holiday celebrations and other special events 

 
What does the area’s geography suggest? 

• Do people from your town usually go to the same nearby town to shop at the general 
store? 
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• Do three-quarters of your trips -- to your job, stores, etc. -- take you through the same 
neighboring town? 

• Do you and a nearby town have a river, pond or mountain in common? 
 
Perhaps your two towns might already have a closer connection than you might have realized. 
 
Step 2 
If there is a mutual interest in further exploring the possibility of a partnership, the next step is 
often to form two small working groups -- one from your town and one from the neighboring 
town.  Meeting separately and frequently over several months, the two groups should consider 
topics like these: 

• What do we value about our school and why? (Some reasons that come up might not 
necessarily be educational. That’s okay.) 

• What are the problems we’re confronting with our school right now? (It’s important to 
talk about the problems before starting to work on possible solutions.) As just one 
example, for one school the No. 1 problem might be a high turnover rate for principals. 

 
Likely participants in the working groups are residents, school board members and teachers. 
The working groups will also want to open up the discussions to any member of the 
community who may want to share his or her views. It’s important that people have a say. 
Frequent communications with all residents is critical in every step along the way.  
 
Step 3 
Once the groups feel they have a clear understanding of what they value about their school and 
the problems they are confronting, form three-person working groups from each town and have 
them start to work together. 

• It’s important that one town not dominate the proceedings. This is most effective if it’s a 
meeting of equals. 

• Share the main points of your separate discussions. Frequently, while the conversations 
were taking place in different towns, you’ll find that the themes will be very similar. It’s 
crucial that the towns be on the same page. 

• Based on the common ground that’s been discussed, start to work on possible solutions. 
What can we do together? These must be group solutions, not one person’s or one 
town’s answer to the problems.  

 
Step 4  
As the conversations progress, look for initiatives, aside from school consolidation, that can 
start to pull the towns closer together. Perhaps it’s a joint July 4th parade; or the 
development of a hiking trail that links the two communities; or a joint Halloween 
party, alternating schools each year. 
 
If there are setbacks in the conversations, and they are inevitable, it’s important that the two 
sides be honest with each other. What is it that’s troubling you? 
 
Step 5 
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If the discussions are going well and there is a sense that the next step would be to explore 
combining schools – with perhaps one serving as the site of the lower grades and the other for 
the upper grades – then it’s time to: 

• Form working groups that can take on the many details that will have to be considered. 
This inevitably results in the formation of multiple committees. Additional volunteers 
from each town will be drawn into the process.  

• Also essential will be to draw up the articles of agreement. The good news here is that 
the state’s Agency of Education has samples available so you won’t have to start from 
scratch. 

 
Step 6 
Once the articles are written, the Agency of Education and then the State Board of Education 
will have to give their approval. The next step is the most important – to put the question of 
forming a school partnership on the ballot for voters to give their approval.  
 
(Under state law, if more than two towns are involved, a majority of the towns most approve 
the consolidation. Those towns that do not approve will remain independent. But the 
partnership will go forward for the towns that do approve.) 
 
In advance of the voting by the towns’ residents, those who have successfully overseen the 
consolidation process stress the necessity of actively communicating with voters. This might 
come in two very different ways: 

1. All towns stress the necessity of numerous public forums in the weeks leading up the 
vote to be sure that as many residents as possible have an opportunity to be involved in 
the discussion. How many public meetings? One recent successful consolidation effort 
had 15 neighborhood forums in the final month before the vote. To create interest, towns 
have used the Front Page Forum, blogs and letters to the local newspaper.  

2. Advocates of forming school partnerships also emphasized the importance of forming a 
political action committee months before the vote to be able to raise money to run a 
mini-political campaign with lawn signs, brochures and volunteers going door to door.  

 
The Agency of Education has resources to assist in this work. Visit 
education.vermont.gov for more information. 
 

END 


